
Name:

Computer Science 330
Spring 2017 Midterm

Doodle here.

This is an individual-effort exam. You may read notes, textbooks, or the internet, but
you may not post questions to online forums or share answers with classmates. Meaningful
attempts must be made on all questions. Exams with any blank or perfunctory answers will
be awarded zero Blugolds.
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1. Matchmaker

Consider this terse summary of regular expression parts and pieces:
match what? how many times? where?
(pat) - group and capture pat? - 0 or 1, greedy ^ - at beginning of line
pat1|pat2 - pat1 or pat2 pat* - 0 or more, greedy $ - at end of line
[abc] - a, b, or c (complement: [^abc]) pat*? - 0 or more, lazy \b - at word boundary
\d - any digit (complement: \D) pat+ - 1 or more, greedy (?<=pat) - after pat
\w - any alphanumeric (complement: \W) pat+? - 1 or more, lazy (?=pat) - before pat
\s - any whitespace (complement: \S) pat{n} - n (?!pat) - not before pat
. - any non-newline character pat{n,} - n or more, greedy (?<!pat) - not after pat

Write regular expressions to match the following criteria and only the following criteria. Write
regular expressions only, not Ruby code.

(a) Strings consisting only of a capital letter followed by any number of lowercase letters.

(b) Double-quoted string literals comprised only of a negative integer.

(c) Dimensions, which are a sequence of numbers—possibly with fractions—separated by
the letter x. The x may have whitespace padding around it. For example: 2x4 or
8.5 x 11 x 3.7.

(d) Any HTML img element whose width is the same as its height. For example: <img
width="32" height="32"> or <img width="100" height="100" alt="logo">. Assume
that width is listed before height and that no attribute contains >.

(e) Strings like AH!, AHH!, AHHH!, and so on, but only those that can fit within a 140-character
tweet.
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2. Scripting

Write the following shell scripts:

(a) A C “interpreter” that compiles and executes a C program. The program is contained in a
single source file who path is provided as the only command-line parameter. Assume the
program has no extra library dependencies. Do not execute the program if compilation
fails for any reason.

(b) A utility that prints out only the even lines of a file whose path is given as the only
command-line parameter. Use only cut, grep, and cat. Line numbering starts at 1.
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3. Heteroarrays or iStructs

Structs and arrays are both fixed-size collections of values. However, a struct is heterogenous,
holding values of possibly many different types, and it is “indexed” by a field’s name—for
example, car.speed. An array is homogeneous, holding values all of the same type, and it is
indexed by an integer offset from the collection’s start—for example, friends[4]. Wouldn’t
it be nice to have a collection type that is heterogeneous and indexed by an integer position?
Yes.

(a) Write class Tuple2 in C++ to hold a pair of values of possibly different types. Make it
templated so clients can use it with any two types. Give it a constructor that accepts
the two elements as parameters. Provide methods first and second to return references
to the elements.

(b) Try writing operator[](int i) to allow clients of Tuple2 to access the elements. Why
can’t we write it?
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4. Free For All

You have probably noticed that C and C++ are dangerous. Take this code, for instance:

int n = 8;
free(&n);

Variable n is on the stack, not the heap, and is therefore not eligible to be freed. Suppose
you are writing a new language named Snowflake, which provides a safe place to write C-like
code. As a language designer, what might you do to catch or prevent such illegal freeing?

(a) Describe a dynamic scheme that enables a language’s runtime to detect and fail when a
program tries to free stack memory.

(b) Describe a static scheme that enables the compiler to detect and fail when a program
tries to free stack memory.
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5. Superpolymorphitance

When compilers and interpreters parse your code, they build a model of your program called an
abstract syntax tree. This tree is made up of nodes representing the constructs of your program
in a form the compiler or interpreter can traverse and manipulate quickly. A compiler written
in C++, for example, may parse the expression 7 + -(5 * 2) into this tree form:

new ExprAdd(new ExprInt(7),
new ExprNegate(new ExprMultiply(new ExprInt(5),

new ExprInt(2))));

Your task is develop a set of classes in C++ that can be used to model and evaluate integer
expressions like this. Complete the following:

(a) Write an abstract superclass Expr that has a const abstract method evaluate that
returns an ExprInt.

(b) Write ExprInt as a subclass of Expr. Give it a constructor that accepts an int. Override
evaluate to return a new ExprInt that is just like this one. Give it a const method
toInt that returns the primitive int around which this class wraps.

(c) Write ExprNegate as a subclass of Expr. Give it a constructor that accepts a pointer to
an Expr operand. Override evaluate to evaluate its operand and return its negation as
an ExprInt.

(d) Write ExprAdd as a subclass of Expr. Give it a constructor that accepts pointers to two
Expr operands. Override evaluate to evaluate its operands and return their sum as an
ExprInt.

(e) Write ExprMultiply as a subclass of Expr. Give it a constructor that accepts pointers to
two Expr operands. Override evaluate to evaluate its operands and return their product
as an ExprInt.

Implement and test this on an actual computer. Staple your source code to the back of this
exam.

Include this code in your main and verify the expected output:

Expr *e = new ExprAdd(new ExprInt(7),
new ExprNegate(new ExprMultiply(new ExprInt(5),

new ExprInt(2))));
std::cout << e->evaluate().toInt() << std::endl; // prints -3
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